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Mass spectrometry imaging (MSI) by laser ablation electrospray ionization (LAESI) enables the lateral
mapping of molecular distributions in untreated biological tissues. However, direct sampling and
ionization by LAESI–MSI limits the differentiation of isobaric ions (e.g., structural isomers) in a complex
sample. Ion mobility separation (IMS) of LAESI-generated species is sufﬁciently fast to be integrated with
the MSI experiments. Here, we present an imaging technique based on a novel combination of LAESI–MSI
with IMS that enables in vivo and in situ imaging with enhanced coverage for small metabolites. Ionized
molecules produced at each pixel on the tissue were separated by a traveling wave IMS and analyzed by a
high performance quadrupole time-of-ﬂight mass spectrometer. Plant (Pelargonium peltatum leaves) and
animal tissues (frozen mouse brain sections) were imaged under atmospheric pressure. In LAESI–IMS–
MSI, a multidimensional dataset of m/z, drift time (DT), ion intensity, and spatial coordinates was
collected. Molecular images for the P. peltatum leaf illustrated that the distributions of ﬂavonoid glycoside
ions are aligned with a vein pattern in the tissue. Differentiation of isobaric ions over DT reduced the
chemical interferences and allowed separate imaging of these ions. Molecular images were constructed
for selected ions in the sagittal sections of the mouse brain, and isobaric species were distinguished by
differences in drift times corresponding to distinct molecular structures or conformations. We
demonstrated that IMS enhanced the metabolite coverage of LAESI in biological tissues and provided new
perspective on MSI for isobaric species.
ã 2014 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction
Mass spectrometry imaging (MSI) has emerged as an important
tool to visualize the spatial distributions of multiple molecules
across sample surfaces. Various ionization techniques have been
implemented for molecular imaging of biological specimens
[1–5]. Secondary ion mass spectrometry (SIMS) [6] and matrixassisted laser desorption ionization (MALDI) [7] mass spectrometry (MS) are the most widely used MSI methods, both of which
require vacuum conditions. SIMS has demonstrated advantages in
imaging of inorganic compounds at relatively low masses with
very high resolution (100 nm) [1], whereas MALDI-MS excels in
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imaging of large molecules, particularly proteins, with a typical
spatial resolution of tens of microns [8,9]. In the past decade, the
implementation of ambient ionization techniques for MSI has
grown rapidly, enabling operation under native conditions with
minimum or no sample preparation [1]. With the advent of
ambient ionization sources, such as desorption electrospray
ionization (DESI) [10–13], laser ablation electrospray ionization
(LAESI) [14–16], desorption atmospheric pressure photoionization
(DAPPI) [17], probe electrospray ionization (PESI) [18], and
nanospray desorption electrospray ionization (nanoDESI)
[19,20], in vivo and in situ MSI have become accessible. Ambient
MSI facilitates the simultaneous imaging of small metabolites,
lipids, polypeptides, and large proteins in biological samples. In
most of these techniques, soft ionization yields minimum or no
fragmentation, due to their relatively low energy deposition [21].
Ambient MSI has been extensively applied in tissue analysis,
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including drug development [22], forensic sciences [23], clinical
research, and biomarker discovery [1].
Designed to utilize the natural water content of cells and tissues
as a matrix, LAESI uses mid-IR laser pulses at 2940 nm to excite the
O H vibrations in the sample for efﬁcient energy deposition [14].
Sudden energy deposition leads to ablation, driven by phase
explosion and ejection of particulates by the recoil pressure
[24,25]. The ablated particles are captured by the electrospray, and
sample-related ions are produced. Two-dimensional LAESI–MSI
has been demonstrated for the mapping of metabolite and lipid
distributions in live plants and frozen rat brain sections [15,26].
The feasibility of three-dimensional LAESI–MSI has also been
shown for plant leaves with a depth resolution of 30 mm [16]. The
obtained molecular images exhibit good correlation with visually
observed features (e.g., variegation pattern) and known biological
functions (e.g., localization of chlorophyll).
As a direct ionization technique, conventional LAESI-MS lacks a
separation step, known to improve molecular coverage for
bioanalytical methods. Likewise, direct ionization exhibits an
inherent limitation in the imaging of, for example, isobaric
compounds in complex samples. In conventional LAESI-MS, a
number of ions, especially isobaric or isomeric structures, may
interfere with each other resulting in distorted molecular images
[27,28]. For example, lipids often interfere with multiply charged
peptides in the m/z 600–1200 range [29]. Therefore, it seems
beneﬁcial to integrate an on-line separation step with LAESI–MSI.
Ion mobility spectrometry was ﬁrst introduced in the early
1970s [30]. Gas phase ions are separated based on their differences
in collision cross sections by driving them through a buffer gas
using electric ﬁelds [27,29,31,32]. Different from traditional
separation methods, e.g., liquid chromatography, capillary
electrophoresis, and gel-based separations, that take place on
the time scale of many minutes [28], IMS is sufﬁciently rapid
(separation takes typically less than 1 s) to be coupled with direct
ionization, MS and MSI experiments. It had been combined with
MALDI–MSI under vacuum conditions and was demonstrated for
the imaging of biological samples [29,32–39]. The combination of

IMS with MS enables a multi-dimensional gas phase separation,
based on the mass, charge states, and molecular structures [29].
Here we present an IMS–MSI technique by integrating it with a
LAESI ion source that enables in vivo and in situ investigations under
ambient conditions. For imaging, ions generated by LAESI from the
tissue at multiple locations are separated by IMS within milliseconds
according to their molecular structures and conformations. The
separated ions are analyzed by a quadrupole time-of-ﬂight (Q-TOF)
mass spectrometer for identiﬁcation. Distribution of metabolites,
lipids, and polypeptides represented by m/z combined with drift
time (DT) are mapped across the tissue surface.
2. Materials and methods
2.1. LAESI–IMS–MSI
Imaging experiments were performed by LAESI–IMS-MS using
a high performance quadrupole time-of-ﬂight (Q-TOF) mass
spectrometer (Synapt G2 S, Waters Co., Milford, MA, USA)
equipped with a home-built LAESI ionization source, and a
programmable xyz-translation stage. In the LAESI event,
Q-switched 5 ns mid-IR laser pulses at 2940 nm wavelength
(IR Opolette 100, Opotek Inc., Carlsbad, CA, USA) were focused
by a single plano-convex lens (Infrared Optical Products,
Farmingdale, NY, USA) onto the sample surface to produce an
ablation plume. The diameter of the focal spot was 150 mm.
Particles from the generated plume combined with the charged
droplets in an electrospray. A spray solution of 50% methanol with
0.1% acetic acid (v/v) was used for positive ion mode analysis. A
syringe pump supplied this solution at a ﬂow rate of 0.3 mL/min to
a metal capillary (MT320-50-5-5, New Objective, Woburn, MA,
USA) held at 3100 V to produce a stable electrospray. The ions
generated by LAESI entered the traveling wave ion guide of the
mass spectrometer through an oriﬁce. Ions were initially conﬁned
to a traveling wave trap where, if needed for structural
identiﬁcation, collision-induced dissociation could be performed.
They were then released into a traveling wave drift tube for

[(Fig._1)TD$IG]

Fig. 1. Schematic of LAESI–IMS–MSI system, including laser ablation sampling, electrospray ionization, sample x–y positioning for surface mapping, traveling wave IMS, and
time-of-ﬂight MS. A DT vs. m/z plot is recorded and analyzed for each (x, y) position. Three examples of these plots are displayed for the (1, 1), (1, 2) and (1, 3) coordinates.
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separation by interacting with the nitrogen buffer gas. Following
separation, a traveling wave transfer tube, with adjustable collision
energy, guided the ions into a Q-TOF analyzer. The three stage trapIMS-transfer tube design enabled time aligned parallel (TAP)
fragmentation by combining IMS with up to MS3 for structure
identiﬁcation. Imaging experiments were conducted by rastering
the biological sample under the focused laser beam in the x and y
directions. Mass spectra were collected at each (x, y) position.
Typically 250 mm step sizes were selected for both the x and y
direction. The number of laser pulses per position for a sample was
determined by the average tissue thickness and laser energy. For
example, a 60 mm thick mouse brain tissue section required ﬁve
laser pulses to ablate through. Deﬁned by both the laser focal spot
size and the selected step size, the lateral resolution of the LAESI–
IMS–MSI system was demonstrated to be 180 mm. The schematic
of LAESI–IMS–MSI is shown in Fig. 1.
Additional mouse brain tissue imaging experiments (the results
are shown in Fig. 7) were conducted by a commercial LAESI system
(DP-1000, Protea Biosciences, Morgantown, WV, USA) integrated
with the IMS-MS instrument. The sampling event occurred at each
predeﬁned location on the tissue surface inside this system and the
produced ions were analyzed by IMS-MS. The Peltier stage was
kept at 10  C for the mouse brain tissue to signiﬁcantly slow or
arrest the metabolic activity. The system provides an
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environmental chamber to control humidity in the vicinity of
the sample. An average of ﬁve laser pulses were delivered at 10 Hz
repetition rate to each preprogrammed spot on the mouse brain
section. The time required for an imaging experiment depended on
the size of the imaged area, the selected step sizes and the dwell
time. A segment of the mouse brain tissue with dimensions of
9.5 mm 5 mm took approximately 1.1 h to image with 250 mm
step size (a total of 760 pixels) in a serpentine scanning mode.
2.2. Chemicals and samples
Water and methanol of HPLC grade were obtained from Alfa
Aesar (Ward Hill, MA, USA). Glacial acetic acid was purchased from
Fluka (Munich, Germany). All chemicals were used without further
puriﬁcation. A Pelargonium peltatum (cascading geranium) plant
was secured from the Landscape Design Program of the George
Washington University (Washington, DC, USA). Healthy P. peltatum
leaves were analyzed immediately after removing them from
the plant without further treatment. Mouse brain samples were
obtained from a healthy BALB/c mouse strain provided by the
Children's National Medical Center in accordance to Institutional
Animal Use and Care Committee (IACUC) approvals. Mice were
euthanized by cervical dislocation at average ages of 14 months.
Brain specimens were snap-frozen using isopentane cooled in

[(Fig._2)TD$IG]

Fig. 2. Data associated with a pixel in a LAESI–IMS-MS imaging dataset for P. peltatum leaf. (a) Mass spectrum of the leaf tissue obtained by integrating the DT vs. m/z plot for
all drift times. The zoomed version of the highlighted range between m/z 1500 and 1900 is displayed to the right. It exhibits interferences and the suppression of low intensity
ions. (b) In the DT vs. m/z plot, the detected ions are marked by blue dots. Circled areas indicate the separation of singly and doubly charged ions from the m/z 1500–1900
range. (c) Extracting the mass spectrum from the selected singly charged ions results in signiﬁcantly reduced interferences. (d) The mass spectrum corresponding to the
selected doubly charged ions results in substantially enhanced signal-to-noise ratio due to reduced interferences and signal suppression.
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liquid nitrogen and stored at 80  C. Sagital sections (60 mm) were
prepared using a cryomicrotome (CM1900, LEICA Biosystems,
Buffalo Grove, IL, USA) set to 25  C, mounted on microscope slides
and stored at 80  C until further use.
2.3. Data processing
In a LAESI–IMS–MSI experiment, a multidimensional raw
dataset composed of m/z and DT values, ion intensities, and pixel
coordinates was collected. Fig. 1 shows three two-dimensional m/z
vs. DT maps acquired at three different locations. It conveys the
mass-to-charge ratios, charge states, and ion mobility values
associated with the structural features of the detected ions. Mass
spectra were examined and compared for different regions on the
sample. Ions of interests were selected in the DT vs. m/z plots, and
their intensities were rendered to express their distribution over
the tissue surface. For the home-built LAESI system, a custom
designed LabVIEW program was utilized to integrate ion intensities for each pixel. In case of electrospray emitter contamination,
the experiment was halted, the emitter was cleaned and the
corresponding scans were discarded. A scientiﬁc visualization
package (Origin 8.5, OriginLab Northampton, MA, USA) was
utilized to generate molecular distributions over the imaged area
by representing ion intensities on a false-color scale.

[(Fig._3)TD$IG]

For processing of the LAESI DP-1000 imaging datasets,
ProteaPlot (version 2.0) software was utilized (see Fig. 7). The
raw dataset was imported into ProteaPlot with a marker signal to
correlate the scan numbers with the (x, y) positions on the surface.
Averaged ion abundances at each location were represented by a
false-color scale to reveal the spatial distribution of the selected
ion. For isobaric species, datasets from the m/z vs. DT maps were
exported for visualization by ProteaPlot.
3. Results and discussions
3.1. Molecular imaging of P. peltatum leaf
Initially, the abaxial surface of a P. peltatum leaf was imaged by
the IMS–MSI system with the home-built LAESI source. To avoid
artifacts from changes in tensile strength and water content, the
region selected for imaging was a relatively small uniform portion
of the P. peltatum leaf. Monitoring the detected total ion counts
throughout the entire experiment showed less than a factor of two
ﬂuctuation, with no discernable trend (i.e., there was negligible
drying).
Fig. 2(a) shows a mass spectrum, integrated over all DTs,
corresponding to a single pixel in the image. The highlighted
portion of the spectrum in the m/z 1500–1900 range is expanded to

Fig. 3. Optical images (a) before and (e) after laser ablation sampling and ion distributions on the abaxial surface of P. peltatum leaf in a LAESI–IMS–MSI experiment. The inset
in panel (e) shows two ablation marks in the tissue. Scale bar in the inset is 100 mm. Ion distributions correspond to (b) m/z 301.073, diosmetin, an O-methylated ﬂavonoid, or
its structural isomers, (c) m/z 303.053, quercetin or a structural isomer, (d) m/z 365.113, a disaccharide, (f) m/z 463.130, a glucoside of diosmetin or its structural isomers,
(g) m/z 625.185, a diglucopyranosyl derivative of diosmetin or its structural isomers, and (h) m/z 813.496. Ions with m/z 301.073, 463.130 and 625.185 are absent in the vein
region, whereas ions with m/z 303.053 and 365.113 exhibit a uniform distribution. The m/z 813.496 ion appears to have somewhat higher abundance in the vein region. The
false color scale is based on the ion counts of the selected species.
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show the presence of interfering peaks. In contrast the DT vs. m/z
plot in Fig. 2(b) reveals the presence of singly and doubly charged
ions in this m/z region clearly separated due to their different DTs.
The mass spectra corresponding to the singly and doubly charged
ions in the encircled areas are extracted and presented in Fig. 2(c)
and (d), respectively. Based on tandem MS measurements (shown
in Fig. S1), the singly charged and doubly charge ions in Fig. 2(c) are
mixed clusters containing molecules with a mass of 152.01.
Geranial, an important component in the essential oils of plants in
the Pelargonium genus, and many of its structural isomers have
molecular weights close to this value [40,41]. The mass spectrum in
Fig. 2(d) indicates a complex set of closely related ions. For
example, the ion at m/z 1569.2 is surrounded by four satellite peaks
at m/z 1552.2, 1560.7, 1579.7 and 1587.6. Furthermore, the isotope
distribution pattern in the inset of Fig. 2(d) shows the presence of
two additional species (m/z 1566.7 and 1571.7) adjacent to the ion
with m/z 1569.2. None of these ions were discernable without IMS
because the presence of these ions was obscured by the strong
interfering peaks of the singly charged species and the low signalto-noise ratio of the doubly charged ions. Overall, IMS improved
the detection of ions with more peaks resolved, and expanded the
molecular coverage in the tissue.
Fig. 3 shows optical and molecular images of the P. peltatum leaf
tissue. The optical images in Fig. 3(a) before and Fig. 3(e) after the

[(Fig._4)TD$IG]
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analysis revealed the vein pattern in yellow color on the abaxial
surface of the leaf. Laser ablation marks in the latter image show
the locations of analysis on a rectangular grid. From the collected
DT vs. m/z datasets, the intensities of selected ions were rendered
to the points of analysis using false color scales (shown adjacent to
the images) to represent the lateral distributions of the corresponding chemical species in the leaf.
As it is apparent from Fig. 3(b),(f) and (g) that depicts the
distribution of ions m/z 301.073, 463.130 and 625.185, respectively,
the corresponding chemical species exhibit high abundances in the
purple areas of the leaf but are absent in the yellow colored vein
regions. The accurate mass and the tandem MS (shown in Fig. S2
(a)) of m/z 301.073 indicate the presence of diosmetin, an
O-methylated ﬂavonoid, or its structural isomers [42]. Tandem
MS of the ions with m/z 463.130 and 625.185 showed a fragment
with m/z 301.072 that was close to the m/z 301.073 directly
detected in the leaf spectra. The m/z differences between these
three ions, shown in Fig. S2, identiﬁed m/z 463.130 as a glucoside
and m/z 625.185 as a diglucopyranosyl derivative of the m/z
301.073 species.
However, Fig. 3(c) illustrates that the intensity of the ion with
m/z 303.053, identiﬁed as quercetin or a structural isomer by
tandem MS (shown in Fig. S2(b)), does not exhibit a correlation in
its distribution with the pattern observed in the optical image.

Fig. 4. Isobaric and close to isobaric ions can be distinguished by their DT in LAESI–IMS-MS. Panel (a) shows the DT vs. m/z plot corresponding to a single pixel in the molecular
image of the P. peltatum leaf. In panel (b) the DT distribution for the ions with a window of 0.06 around m/z 1566.22 indicates the presence of four different species. Panel (c)
shows the four mass spectra corresponding to the DTs identiﬁed in panel (b).
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Similarly, in Fig. 3(d) the m/z 365.113, assigned as a sodiated
disaccharide based on the tandem MS of the corresponding
potassiated species, the intensity distribution is uniform over the
areas of different color. In contrast, Fig. 3(h) shows the distribution
of the m/z 813.496 ion that appears to have somewhat higher
abundance in the vein region.
In comparison to MALDI–IMS–MSI, the presented LAESI–IMS–
MSI enables in vivo and in situ imaging with better coverage for
small metabolites. However, the spatial resolution of MALDI–IMS–
MSI in the tens of micrometers range compares favorably to the
180 mm resolution of LAESI–IMS–MSI.
3.2. Separation and imaging of isobaric ions
As a result of IMS, a number of isobaric ions, and ions with
indistinguishable m/z due to the mass resolution limitations of the
mass spectrometer were separated by their DTs in the spectra of
the P. peltatum leaf. The DT vs. m/z plot in Fig. 4(a) indicates three
isobaric and one close to isobaric ions at m/z 1566.22 exhibiting
different DTs. The DT distribution selected for a 0.06 window
around m/z 1566.22 in Fig. 4(b) shows that four DT peaks are
present for this m/z and the mass spectra corresponding to the four
DTs are shown in Fig. 4(c). The three peaks at 1.75, 1.90 and 2.02 ms
in Fig. 4(b) correspond to singly charged isobaric ions indicating
differences in collision cross sections due to the presence of
structural isomers or conformers. The doubly charged ion at
DT = 1.13 ms has a measured m/z of 1566.22 that, in the case of low
level signal, in a mass spectrum without IMS cannot be
distinguished from the other three ions.
To explore the nature of these species, tandem MS experiments
were performed on the singly and doubly charged ions with m/z
1566.22 (see Fig. S1 in the Supporting information section). The

data indicates that protonated clusters of up to four molecules with
a molecular mass of 152.01 (see peaks a–d in panels (c) and (d) of
Fig. S1) are liberated from both the singly and doubly charged ions
with m/z 1566.22. Peaks e and f in panel (c) and e–h and j in panel
(d) correspond to mixed clusters containing molecules with a
molecular mass of 152.01 and one or two other molecules.
Mass spectra in the vicinity of m/z 1566 in Fig 4(c) for the
particular drift times indicate the presence of other ions with
signiﬁcantly lower and higher m/z. The ions at m/z 1414 exhibit the
same DT = 1.75 ms as the singly charged m/z 1566 with the smallest
collision cross section, whereas the ion with m/z 1739 has the same
DT = 2.02 ms as the singly charged m/z 1566 with the largest
collision cross section. This demonstrates that ions with signiﬁcantly different m/z can have very similar collision cross sections.
The ability of IMS to distinguish isobaric and close to isobaric
ions enabled imaging these species separately by LAESI–IMS-MS.
Fig. 5 visualizes the distributions of close to isobaric species at m/z
1566 with DTs of 1.13 ms and 1.75 ms. The scales of both ion maps
are normalized to the highest pixel ion count in the image. The
doubly charged ion with DT = 1.13 ms shows a relatively uniform
distribution throughout the studied area (see Fig. 5(a)), whereas
the abundance of the singly charged ions with DT = 1.75 ms appears
to be lower in the vein regions (see Fig. 5(b)). This example
demonstrates that without IMS isobaric or close to isobaric ions
can obscure the true nature of species distributions in MSI.
3.3. Imaging of mouse brain tissue section by LAESI–IMS-MS
Sagittal sections of frozen mouse brain tissue were mapped by
LAESI–IMS–MSI. Fig. 6(a) shows the mass spectrum obtained by
integrating the DT vs. m/z plot over all DTs for one pixel of the
60 mm thick tissue section. Molecules ranging from small

[(Fig._5)TD$IG]

Fig. 5. Ion intensity distributions for two close to isobaric ions distinguished by IMS. Panel (a) presents the distribution for the doubly charged ion at m/z 1566.22 with
DT = 1.13 ms, whereas in panel (b) the singly charged ion at m/z 1566.22 with DT = 1.75 ms is shown. The scale bar is 1 mm. The false color scale shows the ion count per pixel as
a percentage of the brightest pixel in the image.
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Fig. 6. Differentiation of isobaric ions in mouse brain tissue. (a) Mass spectrum of mouse brain tissue obtained by integrating for all DTs. The inset shows the multiply charged species of
19 proteins. (b)DT vs.m/z plot for one pixel of mouse brainwith two examples of isobaric ions at m/z 1224.53 and m/z 788.493. (c) Extracted DT distribution for the m/z 1224.53 ion
reveal two peaks at DT = 2.39 and 2.51 ms. Corresponding insets show the mass spectra of polypeptides in their 7+ charge states. (d) Distribution of DT for the ions with m/z 788.5
indicates the presence of two species at DT = 1.89 ms and 2.79 ms with very different intensities. Mass spectra extracted for the two DTs are shown in the insets.

[(Fig._7)TD$IG]

Fig. 7. (a) Optical image of sagittal mouse brain section with lines revealing anatomical regions of cortex (co), corpus callosum (cc), hippocampus (hi), thalamus (th) and
caudate putamen (cp). Molecular distributions produced by LAESI–IMS–MSI for (b) [M-H2O + H]+ fragment of cholesterol show higher intensity in the thalamus and the
corpus callosum, whereas for (c) m/z 760.634 (PC(34:1)) a uniform distribution is observed.
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metabolites, through lipids and polypeptides to proteins were
ionized and detected in the sample. The inset in Fig. 6(a) shows
the multiply charged species of 19 proteins. The majority of these
protein ions were highly charged, typically with z > 14.
Fig. 6(b) shows that IMS helps to resolve the species with
different conformations [38,43–45]. For example, the DT distribution for the m/z 1224.53  0.05 range exhibited two peaks at
DT = 2.39 ms and 2.51 ms (see Fig. 6(c)). Selecting for these DT
values revealed that the corresponding ions were in a charge state
of z = 7, probably corresponding to polypeptides. The mass spectra
in the insets of Fig. 6(c) indicate that the isotope distributions of
these two isobaric or close to isobaric ions strongly resemble each
other. Due to the relatively low intensity of this peak, the tandem
MS spectra had insufﬁcient resolution for identiﬁcation. Furthermore, close to isobaric peaks with very different intensities (e.g.,
lipids and low abundance multiply charged proteins), that in a
conventional mass spectrum leads to the suppression of the low
intensity signal, were made distinguishable by IMS. Fig. 6(d) shows
that close to isobaric ions selected in the m/z 788.493  0.02 range
exhibit two distinct DT at 1.89 ms and 2.79 ms. The mass spectra
extracted for the two DTs are shown in the insets of Fig. 6(d). Based
on tandem MS, the four peaks in the right inset are identiﬁed as
two lipid species and their isotope peaks. The signal in the left inset
is weaker by a factor of 14 and it only becomes detectable as a
result of IMS. Based on the spacing of the carbon isotope peaks
these two species correspond to protein ions in the 20+ charge
states.
A sagittal section of frozen mouse brain tissue was imaged by
the LAESI DP-1000 integrated IMS–MSI system. The optical image
in Fig. 7(a) reveals some anatomical features (cortex, corpus
callosum, hippocampus, thalamus and caudate putamen) in the
target area. In Fig. 7(b) the spatial distribution of the m/z 369.333
ion shows a higher intensity in the white matter, especially the
corpus callosum and the thalamus regions, than in the grey matter.
Based on earlier results the m/z 369.333 ion corresponds to the
[M-H2O + H]+ fragment of cholesterol [46]. Our ﬁnding of higher
abundance of cholesterol in the white matter is in agreement with
previous literature reports [47–49]. In contrast, the m/z 760.634,
identiﬁed in earlier studies as [M + H]+ of PC(34:1) [46], displays a
relatively uniform intensity distribution throughout the entire
tissue section, a result that is consistent with previous studies
performed by MALDI-MS [38].
4. Conclusions
Structural isomers with identical molecular weight often have
dramatically different biological functions or clinical effects.
Although in some cases tandem MS enables the differentiation
of structural isomers, it often provides insufﬁcient information for
their identiﬁcation by itself. The need for the distinction of
structural isomers is exacerbated in direct ionization MS of
biological samples without conventional extraction or separation
steps. As a consequence, imaging by ambient ionization MS can
produce molecular distributions that are distorted or obscured by
such interferences.
The reported MSI technique is a synergistic combination of
traveling wave IMS and LAESI–MSI with tandem MS ability
incorporated. We demonstrated its advantages for mapping
isobaric or close to isobaric biomolecules differentiated by their
structures. Enhanced metabolite coverage has been achieved for
direct imaging of untreated plant organs and animal tissue sections.
Independent imaging of isobaric species sheds new light on the
distributions of isomeric metabolites, lipids, polypeptides, and
proteins with distinct molecular structures or conformations. The
IMS–MSI of mouse brain tissue provided a new approach to
mapping the distributions of isobaric compounds in frozen sections.
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Fig. S1. Tandem mass spectra and drift time (DT) distributions of the isobaric ions at m/z
1566.22 in P. peltatum leaf. Panel (a) and (b) are the DT distributions for m/z 1566.22 in MS and
tandem MS mode, respectively. The shorter DT at ~1.5 ms represents the doubly charged ions,
whereas the longer DT at ~2.5 ms represents the singly charged ions. Panels (c) and (d) are
tandem mass spectra for singly charged and doubly charged m/z 1566.22, respectively. In panel
(c), the mass differences between peaks a and b, b and c, c and d, and e and f are 152.02±0.01. In
panel (d), the mass differences between a and b, b and c, c and d, e and f, f and g, g and h, and i
and j are 152.01±0.01. This data indicates that protonated clusters of up to four molecules with a
molecular mass of 152.01 (see peaks a, b, c, and d) are liberated from both the singly and doubly
charged ion with m/z 1566.22. Peaks e and f in panel (c) and e, f, g, h and j in panel (d)
correspond to mixed clusters containing molecules with a molecular mass of 152.01 and one or
two other molecules.

2

Fig. S2. Examples of tandem mass spectra used in conjunction with database information for
metabolite assignments: (a) diosmetin at m/z 301.074, (b) quercetin at m/z 303.052, (c)
disaccharide at m/z 365.104 (d) diosmetin-glucoside at m/z 463.135, (e) di-Cglucopyranosyldiosmetin at m/z 625.177.

3

Table S1. Tentative peak assignments for positive ions in LAESI-MS of P. peltatum leaf based
on accurate mass measurement, isotope pattern comparison, tandem MS, and database search
(PlantCyc, http://www.plantcyc.org/, LIPID MAPS, http://www.lipidmaps.org/, and METLIN,
http://metlin.scripps.edu/).
Chemical Name
oxomalonate

Chemical
Formula
C3H2O5

[M+H]+

monosaccharide

C6H12O6

[M+K]+

Measured Monoisotopic ∆m
m/z
mass
(mDa)
119.003
118.9980
5.0
219.023

219.0271

-4.1

261.082

261.0851

-3.1

[M+Na]+ 263.066

263.0684

-2.4

+

gamma-glutaminylhydroxybenzene
hydroxyflavanone

C11H14N2O4 [M+Na]
C15H12O3
a

kaempferol, luteolin

C15H10O6

a

diosmetin

C16H12O6

a

quercetin

C15H10O7

+

287.055

287.0556

-0.6

+

301.073

301.0712

1.8

+

303.053

303.0505

2.5

+

[M+H]
[M+H]
[M+H]

acetylkaempferol,
acetylluteolin
disaccharidea

C17H12O7

[M+H]

329.062

329.0661

-4.1

C12H22O11

di-O-methylquercetin

C17H14O7

[M+Na]+ 365.113
[M+K]+ 381.084
[M+K]+ 369.046

365.1060
381.0799
369.0377

7.0
4.1
8.3

hydroxy-methoxymethylenedioxyfurano
flavanone
diosmetin glucosidea

C19H14O7

[M+Na]+ 377.064

377.0637

0.3

C22H22O11

[M+H]+

463.130

463.1240

6.0

+

glycitein-O-glucuronide

C22H20O11

[M+Na]

483.084

483.0903

-6.3

kaempferol-galactosidea

C21H20O11

[M+K]+

487.074

487.0643

9.7

503.071

503.0802

-9.2

di-CC28H32O16
[M+H]
625.185
a
glucopyranosyldiosmetin
quercetin[M+Na]+ 639.097
C28H24O16
a
galloylglucoside
a
Tandem MS was performed for chemical species assignment.

625.1769

8.1

639.0962

0.8

quercetagetin-glucoside

a

C21H20O13

+

[M+Na]
+
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